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This paper studies a dynamic principal-agent model in which the principal designs

both monitoring structure and compensation scheme. The model predicts simple ef-

fort choice and coarse evaluation. In the optimal contract, the agent exerts effort

until termination or tenure, and Poisson processes emerge as the optimal monitoring

structure. In the trial period, the principal monitors with inconclusive Poisson bad

news, arrival of which leads to termination. The non-stationary Poisson monitor-

ing becomes more informative and less frequent over time. After the trial period,

the principal switches to a stationary Poisson monitoring structure with two-sided

experiments. Bad news leads to termination and good news leads to tenure.
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1 Introduction

Dynamic incentive design is central to economic theory with a wide range of

applications. Existing models often take the monitoring structure as given and study

compensations that adapt to the exogeneous signals, most notably Poisson bad/good

news and Brownian signals. The resultant optimal contracts can be very complex

and sensitive to the past signals.

In practice, however, the monitoring structure is also an important component

of incentive design. To enforce compliance, the Corporate Finance division of the

Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) spends hundreds of millions every year to

oversee regulated disclosures, and delists public companies with multiple securities

laws violations. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) allocates more than one

billion annually to examine working conditions of food providers, and grant exemp-

tions to qualified providers with good track record.

This paper studies a dynamic principal-agent model in which the principal designs

both the monitoring structure and compensation scheme. She monitors the agent by

acquiring costly signals and provides incentives by adapting future compensation to

those endogeneous signals. The choice of monitoring creates a tradeoff between signal

acquisition and future compensation.

My main results are the simple effort choice and coarse evaluation. In the op-

timal contract, the agent exerts effort until termination or tenure, and monitoring

with Poisson processes is optimal. In the trial period, the principal monitors with

inconclusive Poisson bad news, arrival of which leads to termination. In absence of

the bad news, the non-stationary Poisson monitoring depends only on the length of

employment, and becomes more informative and less frequent over time. After a fixed

length of employment, the trial period ends and the principal switches to a stationary

Poisson process with two-sided news. Bad news leads to termination and good news

leads to tenure.

My results rely on two assumptions on the monitoring cost—likelihood-ratio sepa-

rability (LRS) and sequential-learning proofness (SLP). LRS states that each possible

signal, represented by its likelihood ratio, contributes to the monitoring cost sepa-
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rately so that the monitoring cost can be thought as the expected cost of the realized

signal. SLP states that sequential experiments cost more than the composite exper-

iment. This assumption is necessary to isolate contractual dynamics generated by

the agent’s dynamic incentives from the principal’s mechanical cost saving. Both

assumptions find counterparts in rational inattention.

The flexible monitoring technology posts the first challenge to the analysis be-

cause it provides little structure to the continuous-time contracting problem. De-

parting from exogeneous monitoring, the non-parametric monitoring hinders the use

of standard recursive formulations. I overcome this difficulty by proving the optimal-

ity of Poisson monitoring (Theorem 1). Central to the proof is the Poisson replication

lemma (Lemma 1): under LRS, any monitoring structure can be spread out over the

continuum at a Poisson rate to reduce monitoring cost while preserving incentives.

The second challenge arises from the intertemporal tradeoff between the current

Poisson monitoring and future compensation. To provide incentives, informative mon-

itoring can substitute sensitive compensations, endogeneous cost of which depends on

the future contract. I show that the tradeoff resolves in favor of maximal sensitiv-

ity (Theorem 2). The key step for the theorem is the immediate reaction lemma

(Lemma 2): under LRS and SLP, the optimal contract must react to some signal

immediately after its acquisition, i.e. the optimal contract cannot provide incentives

only through future continuations. The lemma builds upon the monitoring cost but

not the value of the contract, and thus generalizes to other dynamic information

design problems.

Related literature

The form of moral hazard in the dynamic contracting literature lends itself to my

principal-agent model. With private effort, Sannikov (2008) derives the optimal wage

dynamics given Brownian information, and Biais et al. (2010) solves for the optimal

investment decision with Poisson bad news. Notably, Zhu (2013) studies the optimal

effort choice with Brownian information. He shows that, after a good track record,

the agent alternates between working and shirking frequently, in contrast with the

simple effort choice in my model with endogeneous monitoring. In all three papers,
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the optimal contract depends elaborately on the rich history of past evaluations,

unlike the coarse evaluation in my model.

There is a growing literature of dynamic mechanism design with monitoring choice.

Piskorski and Westerfield (2016) study the dynamic moral hazard problem in which

the principal can choose to detect the agent’s deviations. Marinovic et al. (2018) and

Varas et al. (2020) consider optimal costly state verification in a reputation game.

My model differs from these papers in its flexible monitoring structure.

In a static moral hazard problem, Georgiadis and Szentes (2020) studies optimal

contracting with flexible monitoring and finds a fixed wage with bonus optimal. My

model differs in that optimal incentive provision depends on the continuation of the

dynamic contract.

2 Dynamic contracting with flexible monitoring

A principal designs the monitoring structure and compensation scheme for an

agent subject to moral hazard in a dynamic mechanism design problem. To incentivize

the agent to exert private effort, the principal can terminate the agent based on costly

signals she acquired.

I introduce the timeline of the mechanism and then state the formal contracting

problem. The principal employs the agent at the beginning of time. Heuristically,

each instant t ∈ [0,∞) of the dynamic mechanism follows the timeline below.

1. The principal publicly chooses a costly experiment.

2. The agent privately chooses whether to exert costly effort.

3. The chosen experiment generates a public signal about the current private effort.

4. The principal chooses whether to terminate the agent.

The mechanism ends once the principal terminates the agent. The principal can

commit to a contract that specifies the termination decision, monitoring choice, and

recommended effort to maximize her discounted value subject to the agent’s incentive

compatibility.
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2.1 Flexible monitoring technology

The principal monitors the agent by flexibly choosing a costly Blackwell experi-

ment to acquire a noisy signal about the agent’s current private effort. Since a signal’s

likelihood ratio determines its informativeness, the monitoring cost depends on the

distribution of likelihood ratios of the experiment. I shall introduce the monitoring

technology in discrete time which will extend to the continuous-time model.

A Blackwell experiment specifies the distribution of signals Pa for each of binary

private effort: shirk a = 0 and work a = 1. A signal is informative about the private

effort only through its likelihood ratio L := dPa=0/dPa=1 ∈ (0,∞).1 A distribution

of likelihood ratios corresponds to an experiment if and only if it satisfies the Bayes

rule: Pa=1 [L] = 1. Let ∆1(0,∞) be the set of probability measures on (0,∞) with

unit expectation. With abuse of notation, I represent a signal by its likelihood ratio

L, and an experiment by its distribution of likelihood ratios when the agent works

L ∈ ∆1(0,∞).

The monitoring cost maps each experiment to its cost C : ∆1(0,∞)→ [0,∞]. I as-

sume the monitoring cost satisfies likelihood-ratio separability (LRS) and sequential-

learning proofness (SLP).

Likelihood-ratio separability is the technical assumption that each possible likeli-

hood ratio contributes to the monitoring cost separately.

Assumption 1 (Likelihood-ratio separability) There exists convex C2 function

c : (0,∞)→ [0,∞) such that C(L) = E [c(L)] where L ∼ L, for all L ∈ ∆1(0,∞).

Cost function c is convex so that the monitoring cost is monotonic in the Blackwell

order, i.e. more informative experiments are more costly. I normalize c such that

c(1) = c′(1) = 0. One interpretation of LRS is that each realized signal L costs c(L),

so that the monitoring cost of an experiment equals the expected cost of the realized

signal when the agent works.

Likelihood-ratio separability adapts the posterior separability assumption in ra-

tional inattention to the contracting environment. The posterior likelihood is the

1Perfectly informative signals L = 0,∞ will be infinitely costly.
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product of prior likelihood and likelihood ratio. LRS is thus equivalent to posterior

separability for any fixed interior prior belief over private effort. However, posterior

separability breaks down for degenerate prior beliefs because the posterior belief is

also degenerate, implying zero cost for all experiments. Unlike the posterior likeli-

hood, the likelihood ratio remains well-defined when the agent works for sure.

Sequential-learning proofness is the economic assumption that sequential experi-

ments cost more than the composite experiment.

Assumption 2 (Sequential-learning proofness) For all L1 ∈ ∆1(0,∞) with fi-

nite support, and L2 : supp(L1)→ ∆1(0,∞), the monitoring costs satisfy

E [c(L1) + c(L2)] ≥ E [c(L1L2)]

where (L1, L2) ∼ (L1,L2(L1)).

The assumption considers a hypothetical scenario of running two experiments on

the same private effort sequentially. Contingent on the signal from the first experi-

ment, the second experiment generates another signal so the likelihood ratio of the

sequential experiments equals the product of the two. SLP imposes that the sequen-

tial experiments costs no less than the composite experiment which generates the

product likelihood ratio directly. This assumption rules out exogeneous experiments

because the composite of two such exogeneous experiments is infintely costly. One

interpretation is that the principal can run sequential experiments on the current

private effort, so the monitoring cost can be thought as the reduced form for the least

costly sequence to obtain a given distribution of likelihood ratios.

Sequential-learning proofness is necessary to isolate the contractual dynamics gen-

erated by the agent’s dynamic incentives from the information smoothing due to the

principal’s mechanical cost saving. Suppose the agent could commit to one private ef-

fort choice forever such that his incentive is static. Under SLP, multiple experiments

are more costly so the principal would run at most one informative experiment—

monitoring and contractual dynamics vanishes without dynamic incentives. If SLP

were violated, however, the principal would save on the monitoring cost by running

sequential experiments, generating monitoring and contractual dynamics despite the
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absence of dynamic incentives.

Sequential-learning proofness adapts a concept under the same name in rational

inattention to the contracting problem. For any interior prior belief over private effort,

both concepts coincide because of the one-to-one correspondence between posterior

likelihood and likelihood ratio. Just like posterior separability, SLP in posterior

breaks down while SLP in likelihood ratio remains well-defined for degenerate priors,

e.g. when the agent works for sure.

In addition to LRS and SLP, I assume the monitoring cost is non-trivial, i.e. there

exists L ∈ ∆1(0,∞) such that C(L) ∈ (0,∞), and satisfies the Mirrlees’s condition,

i.e. limL→0,∞ c
′(L)(L− 1)− c(L) =∞.

One example for the monitoring cost is the entropy cost function c(L) = − log(L)+

L− 1. Under the entropy cost, sequential experiments cost as much as the composite

experiment. This cost function features constant marginal cost of monitoring. See,

for example, Pomatto et al. (2018).

2.2 Payoffs from employment, effort, and monitoring

The principal and agent experience flow payoffs from the employment relationship,

private effort, and monitoring choice until termination. Moral hazard arises as the

principal benefits from the costly effort borne by the agent.

The agent benefits from the employment and incurs an effort cost. The employ-

ment provides a constant flow utility u > 0 which can be interpreted as a fixed

salary or job benefits. Whenever the agent works at = 1, he incurs an additive effort

cost k > 0. Upon termination at τ ∈ [0,∞], his flow utility is normalized to zero.

Therefore, the discounted utility of the agent is

W0 := E
[∫ τ

0

ρe−ρt(u− kat)dt
]

where ρ > 0 is the discount rate common to the principal and the agent. I assume

that the agent prefers working over termination u − k > 0. As a result, W = 0 can

only be achieved by immediate termination τ = 0, and W = u can only be achieved
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by immediate tenure: τ =∞ and at ≡ 0.

The principal benefits from the agent’s private effort and pays the monitoring

cost. She enjoys flow revenue π > 0 whenever the agent works at = 1. She also pays

the monitoring cost C(L) of the experiment L. Upon termination, her flow revenue

is normalized to zero. Note that the qualitative features of the model will not change

if the principal pays the fixed salary.

I formalize the discounted monitoring cost in the continuous-time model as the

discrete-time limit. For discrete time unit ∆t > 0, the discounted monitoring cost

would be

E

[τ/∆t]∑
n=0

e−ρn∆tC(Ln)

 = E

[τ/∆t]∑
n=0

e−ρn∆tc(Ln)

 = E

[τ/∆t]∑
n=0

e−ρn∆tc
(
Ln − Ln−1 + 1

)
where the cumulative excess likelihood ratio process Ln :=

∑n
m=0 (Ln − 1) is a mar-

tingale if the agent always works. For t ∈ [0,∞) and convex function c, define the

c-variation of a function L : [0,∞)→ (−∞,∞) as

〈Lt〉c := lim
mesh(Pt)→0

∑
tn∈Pt

c(Ltn − Ltn−1 + 1)

where P t is a partition of [0, t]. The c-variation generalizes the quadratic variation

and p-variation in the stochastic process literature where c(L) = |L− 1|p with p = 2

and p ≥ 1. In the continuous-time model, the discounted monitoring cost for the

continuous cumulative excess likelihood ratio process {Lt} equals the discrete-time

limit

E

[
lim

mesh(Pτ )→0

∑
tn∈P

e−ρtn
(
c(Ltn − Ltn−1 + 1)

)]
= E

[∫ τ

0

e−ρtd〈Lt〉c
]
.

Including the flow revenue from the agent’s effort, the principal’s discounted value is

V0 := E
[∫ τ

0

e−ρt
(
ρπatdt− d〈Lt〉c

)]
.
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2.3 The principal’s contracting problem

With commitment, the principal offers the agent a contract to maximize her value

subject to the agent’s incentive compatibility.

A contract consists of a filtered probability space (Ω, {Ft},P) satisfying the usual

conditions, stopping time of termination τ ∈ [0,∞], càdlàg martingale {Lt}, and

predictable effort recommendation {at}. Here, P describes the probability law when

the agent always works. Since the signal realization depends on the private effort, I

denote by Pa the law under predictable effort {at}.2

To make sure that the problem approximates discrete-time contracting with fre-

quent actions, I impose the admissibility condition that the continuous-time contract

is the weak limit of some sequence of discrete-time contracts.3

The principal’s problem is to offer an contract to maximize her value

Ea
[∫ τ

0

e−ρt
(
ρπatdt− d〈Lt〉c

)]
subject to the agent’s incentive compatibility constraint

{at} ∈ max
{a′t}

Ea′
[∫ τ

0

ρe−ρt(u− ka′t)dt
]
.

3 A numerical example

To gather intuition, I shall study a numerical example of the dynamic monitoring

contract in discrete time. The properties of the numerical solution will extend to

2I define Pa as the extension to the change of measure dPa

dP
∣∣
Ft

= Zat where Zat is the

stochastic exponential of the martingale
∫

(1−at)dLt, i.e. dZat = Zat−(1−at)dLt and Za0 = 1.
The extension exists and is unique by Gisanov’s theorem.

3A predictable process φ is a test function if E
[∫
eρtφtdt

]
is finite. A sequence of

stochastic processes f∆t converges weakly to f if E
[∫
φtf

∆t
t dt

]
→ E

[∫
φtftdt

]
for all test

function φ. A continuous-time contract is the weak limit of a sequence of discrete-time
contracts with ∆t → 0 on the same filtered probability space if each of 1(·)≤τ , L(·), and
a(·) is the weak limit of the discrete-time counterpart. Note that weak convergence implies
almost-sure convergence.
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continuous time.

In the example, I numerically solve for the optimal discrete-time contract with

frequent actions. As the contracting problem can be formulated as a recursive problem

with the agent’s continuation utility W as a state variable (Spear and Srivastava,

1987), I shall solve contracting problem by functional iterations.
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Figure 1: Numerical solution to the discrete-time contracting problem. Parameter
values: e−ρ∆t = 0.995, π = 1, u = 1, k = 0.3, c(L) = − log(L) + L− 1.

Figure 1 plots the value function and the optimal monitoring as a function of

continuation utility. The value function is concave because the principal can ran-
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domize the continuation utilities with uninformative signals. The monitoring cost

reduces the value of endogeneous monitoring from the value of perfect monitoring.

With endogeneous monitoring, shirking a = 0 is never optimal on (0, u) because of

the strictly concave value function. With perfect monitoring, however, shirking is

optimal on (u− k, u) due to the piece-wise linear value function.

The optimal monitoring consists of two signals: the blue signal resembles a Poisson

jump and the red signal the compensation drift. The low-probability blue signal brings

“bad news” L > 1 for low continuation utility W and “good news” L < 1 for high W .

The continuation utility after the signal jumps to termination J = 0 upon bad news

and to tenure J = u upon good news. On the other hand, the high-probability red

signal is almost uninformative L ≈ 1. Upon its realization, the compensation drifts

up above the continuation utility and away from termination for low W , and drifts

down below W and away from tenure for high W .

At the middle cutoff W , the monitoring resembles two-sided Poisson experiment.

The bad news leads to termination, the good news leads to tenure, and no news leaves

the continuation utility stationary.

Quantitatively, the optimal monitoring depends on the distance from termina-

tion/tenure. When W is close to J = 0, u, the Poisson jump-like blue signal becomes

less informative and realizes more frequently. The change in compensation following

the blue signal also decreases in magnitude. At the same time, the compensation

drifts further away from the endpoints despite the same uninformativeness.

The optimal dynamic monitoring contract obtains from the functional solution.

Starting from low initial continuation utility W0 < W , the principal recommends

effort and monitors the agent by Poisson bad news, arrival of which leads to termina-

tion. With no news, W drifts up and Poisson arrival becomes more informative but

less frequent. When it reaches the cutoff W , the principal runs a stationary two-sided

Poisson experiment, bad news of which leads to termination and good news of which

leads to tenure, until the first news arrival. For high initial W > W , the optimal

contract mirrors the low case. The principal recommends effort and monitors with

Poisson good news, arrival of which leads to tenure. With no news, W drifts down

and reaches the cutoff at which the two-sided Poisson experiment takes over.
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4 Optimal dynamic monitoring contract

In this section, I shall derive the optimal dynamic monitoring contract and its

properties demonstrated by the numerical solution.

4.1 Optimality of Poisson monitoring

The rich space of flexible monitoring posts little structure on the continuous-time

contracting problem. Therefore, the first step of my analysis is to show the optimality

of Poisson monitoring by studying the discrete-time contracting problem.

Poisson monitoring uses Poisson experiments to monitor the agent’s private effort.

The principal chooses an experiment which, when the agent works over dt > 0, gives

a strong informative signal L 6= 1 with arrival probability λdt > 0 and a weak

compensation signal 1−λ(L−1)dt otherwise. The agent’s continuation utility jumps

from W to J ∈ [0, u] upon the arrival, and drifts in the opposite direction at rate

−λ(J −W ) otherwise. The utility jumps up following “good news” L < 1 and vice

versa, so (1 − L)(J −W ) ≥ 0. Note that Poisson monitoring is admissible because

Poisson arrivals can be approximated by infrequent informative signals in discrete

time. Compound Poisson monitoring refers to the probabilistic convex combination

of (simple) Poisson monitoring. I shall label each component by i.

Poisson monitoring incentivizes the agent by the jump in utility following the

infrequent informative signal. Compared to working, shirking decreases the arrival

probability of good news and increases that of bad news. The one-step deviation

principle requires instantaneous incentive compatibility—whenever the principal rec-

ommends work, the loss in expected continuation utility due to the different arrival

probabilities outweighs the effort cost at the instant. For Poisson monitoring, the

instantaneous IC constraint reads∑
i

λi(1− Li)(Ji −W ) ≥ ρk . (1)

Poisson monitoring provides higher incentives with more frequent and more informa-

tive arrivals, and more sensitive jumps upon arrival.
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Poisson monitoring incurs the monitoring cost and the continuation loss. First,

the monitoring cost of the Poisson experiment is λc(L)dt over dt. Intuitively, the

cost increases with the arrival rate and the informativeness. The weak compensation

signal does not contribute to the monitoring cost due to the normalization c′(1) = 0.

Second, the continuation loss refers to the expected change in the principal’s value due

to the evolution of the agent’s utility. The jump and compensation drift in utility

corresponds to a mean-preserving spread in continuous time, so the concave value

decreases in expectation. For compound Poisson monitoring, the continuation loss is∑
i

λi (V (Ji)− V (W )− V ′(W )(Ji −W )) .

Having introduced Poisson monitoring, I proceed to show its optimality.

Theorem 1 The value function V is the unique C1 solution to v(0) = v(u) = 0 and

ρv(W ) = ρπ + ρ(W − u+ k)v′(W ) + sup
|i|≤3,λi,Li,Ji

∑
i

λi (v(Ji)− v(W )− v′(W )(Ji −W )− c(Li))

subject to instantaneous incentive compatibility (1) for W ∈ (0, u). Moreover, it is

strictly concave.

The principal’s flow value consists of the flow revenue from work, the drift in value due

to the expected change in the agent’s utility, and the continuation loss and monitoring

cost of Poisson monitoring. The value function satisfies boundary condition V (0) =

V (u) = 0 because the principal chooses uninformative monitoring and enjoys no value

upon termination or tenure.

Theorem 1 features four tradeoffs in the dynamic contract. The first tradeoff is

on the choice of effort. On one hand, working a = 1 generates revenue and incurs the

continuation loss and monitoring cost. On the other hand, shirking a = 0 frontloads

higher flow utility to the agent and thus decreases his continuation utility, which may

facilitate future compensation schemes by enabling larger jumps. Theorem 1 implies

that working dominates whenever possible W ∈ (0, u). Shirking is only recommended

when the agent obtains tenure W = u. In other words, the principal backloads the

utility as much as possible.
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The second is about the type of monitoring. Poisson monitoring uses infrequent

and strongly informative arrivals armed with large utility changes to incentivize the

agent. Theorem 1 shows that it dominates all other types of monitoring, e.g. Brown-

ian monitoring which uses frequent and weakly informative signals armed with small

utility changes.

The third tradeoff is on the Poisson experiment. The principal can use a more

informative but less frequent experiment to induce the same incentives. This increases

the monitoring cost and decreases the continuation loss.

The fourth and most involved tradeoff is about the monitoring structure and the

compensation scheme. To provide incentives, the principal can use more informa-

tive monitoring, which increases the monitoring cost, or more sensitive compensation

|J − W |, which increases the continuation loss. The tension posts a challenge be-

cause the continuation loss depends on the value function at J , which corresponds

to the continuation of the optimal contract. In other words, the principal makes an

intertemporal tradeoff between the current monitoring and different continuations of

the contract. Since each Poisson component enters the IC and the costs linearly by

LRS, the optimal monitoring should maximize the benefit-cost ratio

(Li, Ji) ∈ arg max
L,J

(1− L)(J −W )

− (v(J)− v(W )− v′(W )(J −W )− c(L))
.

I prove Theorem 1 by studying the discrete-time contracting problem. Let V∆t

be the value function of the discrete-time contract for time unit ∆t > 0, VDL :=

lim∆t→0 V∆t be the point-wise limit, and VP be the value function of continuous-time

contract with Poisson monitoring.

I first show VDL ≥ V by approximating continuous-time contracts in discrete

time. By the admissibility condition, any continuous-time contract is the weak limit

of some sequence of discrete-time contracts. Therefore, the sequence converges to the

continuous-time contract in value. Optimizing over all continuous-time contracts, the

value function V is dominated by the discrete-time limit VDL.

The key to Theorem 1 is to show VP ≥ VDL by replicating discrete-time contracts

with Poisson monitoring contracts.
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Lemma 1 (Poisson replication) For any contract in discrete time, there exists a

continuous-time contract with Poisson monitoring that gives weakly higher value.

I prove Lemma 1 by iteratively construct a continuous-time contract with Poisson

monitoring that incurs lower monitoring costs and otherwise gives the same payoffs

to the principal and agent.

Suppose the discrete-time contract recommends shirking in period n = 0. Then

the continuous-time replica also recommends shirking for ∆t with the uninformative

experiment. The replica iterates forward for period n = 1.

Otherwise, the discrete-time contract recommends working with experiment {(P[Li], Li)}.
Then the continuous-time replica also recommends working with Poisson monitoring

{(λi, Li)} where the arrival rate is chosen to match the discounted probability of

each continuation in discrete time e−ρ∆tP[Li]. Until the first arrival, the expected

discounted duration of work equals the duration of the first period 1 − e−ρ∆t. By a

standard argument in Bayesian persuasion, the optimal discrete-time monitoring uses

at most three signals and so does the Poisson monitoring. Upon a signal arrival Li,

the replica iterates forward for period n = 1 for signal Li.

The continuous-time replica gives the same payoffs from employment and effort,

so it satisfies IC. Since the replica gives the same payoffs as in discrete time for each

iteration, the continuation utility at the beginning of each iteration equals that of

the corresponding period and signal history. With the same likelihood ratios and

expected discounted arrival, the replica is thus IC.

The only payoff difference is the lower monitoring costs. In the discrete-time

contract, the principal incurs the monitoring cost before adapting to the signal in

the next period. In the continuous-time replica, however, the principal acquires the

signal just before using it at the next instant. By LRS, she saves on the monitoring

cost by the discount factor e−ρ∆t.

Optimizing over all discrete-time contracts and then taking ∆t→ 0, the discrete-

time limit VDL is dominated by Poisson monitoring VP . Poisson monitoring is ad-

missible so V ≥ VP . The sandwich V ≥ VP ≥ VDL ≥ V implies that all three are

equal.
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Knowing that V = VP , I prove that VP is the unique C1 solution to the HJB

equation by the viscosity approach. The value function VP is a viscosity solution and

concave kinks are impossible for maximization problems so VP is smooth. It is the

unique solution by a verification argument.

To complete Theorem 1, I show the optimality of working by contradiction. The

key observation is that shirking is optimal on W ∈ (u − k, u) when monitoring is

costless and perfectly revealing. If shirking were optimal when monitoring is costly,

the value V would coincide with the value of costless perfect monitoring. The strict

concavity of V then follows from the effort recommendation.

I remark that Theorem 1 relies on LRS but not SLP or the binary effort. This is

because Lemma 1 only makes use of the separability of monitoring cost to spread out

the discrete-time experiment over the continuum.

4.2 Optimality of Termination-Tenure contract

The Poisson monitoring features an intertemporal tradeoff between the monitoring

cost and continuation loss. The next step of the analysis is to show the optimality

of termination-tenure contracts, in which the continuation utility jumps to either

termination or tenure J = 0, u, again through studying the discrete-time contracts.

Theorem 2 The value function V is the unique C1 solution to v(0) = v(u) = 0 and

ρv(W ) = ρπ + ρ(W − u+ k)v′(W ) + max
|i|≤2,λi,Li,Ji∈{0,u}

∑
i

λi (v(Ji)− v(W )− v′(W )(Ji −W )− c(Li))

subject to instantaneous incentive compatibility (1) for W ∈ (0, u).

Theorem 2 states that the intertemporal tradeoff resolves in favor of maximal contin-

uation loss. In the optimal contract, the principal terminates the agent upon Poisson

bad news and grants him tenure upon Poisson good news.

I prove Theorem 2 by studying optimal monitoring in discrete time. If the opti-

mal monitoring leads to termination-tenure with positive probability for sufficiently
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small ∆t, the continuous-time optimum must follow suit, implying the optimality of

termination-tenure contracts.

To prepare for the main argument, I first purify the discrete-time contracts. For

any W ∈ (0, u), working a = 1 is strictly optimal for sufficiently small ∆t by The-

orem 1. For the optimal monitoring at W , the possible continuations next period

consist of mixings between temporary shirking, working, termination, and tenure.

According to the mixing probabilities, I bifurcate the current signals so that the

continuations are pure: working, termination, or tenure.4

The key insight is that the purified optimal discrete-time contracts must react to

the current signals in the next period with positive probability. Let {L : a′(L) = 1}
be the set of signals that lead to work in the next period.

Lemma 2 (Immediate reaction) For W ∈ (0, u) and ∆t→ 0, the purified optimal

discrete-time contracts satisfy P{L : a′(L) = 1} < 1 eventually.

The optimal contract cannot act on the signals only in the future; it must react im-

mediately through termination or tenure with positive probability in the next period.

Since the incentives and costs of each Poisson component separate in continuous time,

either termination or tenure must maximize the benefit-cost ratio by continuity, and

is thus optimal.

I prove Lemma 2 by contradiction. If the discrete-time optimum leads to work for

all signals, there exists an alternative centipede contract that incurs lower monitoring

cost and thus gives the principal strictly higher value.

I construct the centipede contract by spreading out a composite experiment over

many periods. By supposition, the contract runs a second experiment in the next

period after any signal in the first. Take the composite experiment and each continu-

ation following every sequential signal. The centipede contract recommends working,

and runs the composite experiment with probability p and the uninformative exper-

iment L = δ1 otherwise. Upon each composite signal, the centipede contract follows

the corresponding continuation in the optimal contract. Upon the uninformative sig-

4For temporary shirking for more than one period, the probability of the bifurcated
signal equals the expected discounted duration of shirking.
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nal, the centipede contract repeats itself. The probability p is chosen such that the

expected discounted time of each continuation (following the composite signal) is the

second period, as in the optimal contract.

The centipede contract gives the same payoffs to the principal and agent except

that it incurs lower monitoring cost. The payoffs from employment and effort remain

unchanged because of the same expected discounted time of each continuation and

thus duration of work. The identical payoffs and signals imply that the centipede

contract inherits IC from the optimum. However, the monitoring cost decreases

for two reasons. First, the principal runs the composite experiment which incurs

weakly lower monitoring cost by SLP. Second, the first sequential experiment runs

simultaneously with the second, and thus on average one period later. Therefore, the

principal makes a strict saving on the monitoring cost by the discount factor e−ρ∆t.

The proof of Lemma 2 makes no reference to the value function V , and therefore

applies to other dynamic information design problems. The lemma relies on SLP on

the monitoring cost but not the value being concave, continuous, or even a function. It

applies, for example, to Zhong (2017) in which a decision maker acquires information

before taking an action. Using SLP only, Lemma 2 implies that the decision maker

must take action upon a Poisson arrival, which is proved via the monotonicity of the

decision maker’s value in that paper.

4.3 Cutoff structure

For termination-tenure contracts, it remains to determine where Poisson bad news

leading to termination and good news to tenure are optimal. I show that bad news is

optimal for low continuation utility W and good news for high W , and that W drifts

towards the middle cutoff with no news.

Theorem 3 There exists cutoff W ∈ (0, u] such that

� for W ∈ (0,W ), bad news leading to termination is optimal, W drifts up with

no news, L is increasing, and λ is decreasing;

� for W ∈ (W,u), good news leading to tenure is optimal, W drifts down with no
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news, L is increasing, and λ is increasing.

The intuition for the cutoff structure follows from the direction of the compen-

sation drift in continuation utility. Poisson bad news monitoring gives a positive

compensation drift in W without news. Since V is concave, the marginal value V ′ is

more positive for low W . Therefore, J = 0 is more profitable than J = u for lower

continuation utilities, and vice versa.

For interior cutoff W 6= u, the optimality of the two-sided Poisson monitoring

follows from continuity from each side.

The HJB and first-order condition of the likelihood ratio (FOC) governs the value

function. They imply that the continuation utility drifts towards the cutoff. When

the compensation becomes more sensitive, i.e. |J −W | increases, optimal monitoring

becomes more informative to lower the continuation loss. With more sensitive com-

pensation and more informative signals, the optimal frequency decreases to provide

the same incentives.

5 Comparative statics

I study how the optimal dynamic monitoring contract varies with model parame-

ters.

When the common discount rate changes, only the Poisson rate λ scales linearly

with ρ but the likelihood ratio L and the jump in continuation utility J remain the

same. Therefore, the value function is independent of the discount rate. When the

discount rate increases, the impatient agent requires higher incentives for the current

effort. Thanks to LRS, the monitoring cost of a Poisson experiment is linear in the

Poisson rate so the principal responds by scaling up the rate without changing the

informativeness or the jump in continuation utility.

The comparative statics with respect to the discount rate relates to the discussion

on the continuous-time limits of repeated games with imperfect monitoring. Abreu

et al. (1991) show that the maximal value of strongly symmetric equilibria in prisoner’s

dilemma vanishes as actions become frequent and the players becomes impatient.
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Sannikov and Skrzypacz (2007) show that the value of possibly asymmetric equilibria

in a Cournot game with Brownian information vanishes as actions become frequent.

In my model, the limit of discrete-time value, which coincides with the continuous-

time value, does not vanish as actions becomes frequent; the limit does not vary with

the patience of the players either. This is because, with endogeneous monitoring, the

informativeness of Poisson monitoring is invariant to the action frequency and the

Poisson rate scales with the discount rate.
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